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WELCOME

This leaflet explains how to care 
for loose documents at home. 
It highlights why commonly found 
types of damage and deterioration 
occur and suggests ways to help 
prevent this and so keep them in 
a better condition for longer. 

FIND OUT MORE 
The full series 
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Visit LMA online 

www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/things-to-do/history and-
heritage/london-metropolitan-archives 

Suggested reading and websites 

Institute of Conservation 
www.icon.org.uk 

Looking for archival packaging? 

www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/things-to-do/history and
heritage/london-metropolitan-archives/about-lma/
archive-box-making 

follow us 



Causes of damage 

• Improper handling:  surface dirt and greasy marks 
caused by unclean hands or hand moisturiser can 
become ingrained and difficult to remove. Likewise, 
tears, missing areas, indentations and surface abrasion 
can result from mishandling. 

• Improper packaging: ties, staples, paper clips, 
fastenings through holes, elastic bands, ‘post-it’ notes, 
turning down corners. 

• Improper environmental conditions:  fluctuations 
or high levels of moisture in the air and temperature 
can cause mould growth, distortion, cockling, staining 
(called foxing). 

• Improper repairs: attempting methods of repair or 
trying to remove old repairs can cause potentially 
irreversible damage and is best avoided.  Staining 
and degradation can be caused by using unsuitable 
adhesives and tapes like ‘Sellotape’ (see below). 

v e Pre enting damag

•  Avoid storing loose documents in areas where moisture •  Support the documents when they are being moved 
might build up such as shelving near a bathroom door from one location to another. You can do this by 
or close to a window or in the kitchen. moving them within a folder of some kind or by holding 

the documents with both hands, avoiding areas that •  Avoid areas of high heat such as radiators, fire places 
already have tears.as heat can accelerate the natural degradation of your 

documents. •  Keep documents together and in order, this will avoid 
unnecessary handling of the documents you do not •  Avoid the documents to be exposed to direct sun light 
need to see.or artificial lights with high UV, like fluorescent lights as 

light can discolour and embrittle paper. •  Consider storing your documents in folders and boxes 
(below) as these will reduce the risk of damage from an •  When touching documents make sure you have clean 
inappropriate environment, light and dust. and dry hands.

•  Folders and boxes should be made to the specifications •  Be mindful of ties and paper clips and staples and 
found in the image (below, right). These should help undo them/fold papers back carefully. Are the ties too 
you to purchase the right materials from art shops and tight? Are paper clips and staples becoming rusty? 
conservation suppliers.Are the treasury tags cutting into the paper bundles? 

In some cases, you can remove these yourself, taking •  Seek the advice of a conservator if you need your 
off the ties or removing a treasury tag. For rusted or documents repaired, or to remove old repairs, rather 
fused items that are attached to the paper it is best to than attempting to remove them yourself. 
consult a conservator before attempting to remove 
the clip (see below).




